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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a preference-aware
cooperative video streaming system for videos encoded using
scalable video coding (SVC). In the proposed system, the col-
laborating users are interested in watching a video together
on a shared screen. However, the willingness of each user to
cooperate is subject to her own constraints such as user data
plans. Using SVC, videos are segmented into chunks and each
chunk is encoded using layers, where each layer can be fetched
through any of the collaborating users. We formulate the problem
of finding the optimal quality decisions and fetching policy of the
SVC layers of video chunks subject to the available bandwidth,
chunk deadlines, and cooperation willingness of the different
users as an optimization problem. The objective is to optimize
a QoE metric that maintains a trade-off between maximizing
the playback rate of every chunk and ensuring fairness among
all chunks to achieve the minimum skip (stall) duration without
violating any of the imposed constraints. We propose an offline
algorithm to solve the non-convex optimization problem when the
bandwidth prediction is non-causally known. This algorithm has
a run-time complexity that is polynomial in the video length and
the number of collaborating users. Furthermore, we propose an
online version of the algorithm for practical scenarios, where
erroneous bandwidth prediction for a short window is used.
Real implementation with android devices using SVC encoded
video and a public dataset of bandwidth traces reveals the
robustness and performance of the proposed algorithm and shows
that the algorithm significantly outperforms round robin-based
mechanisms in terms of avoiding skips/stalls and fetching video
chunks at their highest quality possible.

Index Terms— Cooperative video streaming, scalable video
coding, rate adaptation, non convex optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IDEO streaming is the dominant contributor to the cel-
lular network traffic. Currently, video content accounts

for 50% of cellular network traffic and it is expected to
account for around 75% of the mobile data traffic by
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2020 [2]. This increase has forced service providers to
enhance their infrastructures to support high-quality video
streaming. Despite these efforts, users frequently experience
low Quality-of-Experience (QoE) metrics such as choppy
videos and playback stalls [3]. One prominent approach to
improve the QoE is the use of cooperative video streaming
technology [4], which allows to aggregate the available band-
width for different users in order to increase the download rate;
and hence increase the video playback rate. Several challenges
have to be addressed when using cooperative video streaming,
including finding a fetching policy among the users while
using their resources efficiently.

In Scalable Video Coding (SVC), videos are segmented into
chunks and each chunk is encoded into ordered layers: a base
layer (BL) and multiple enhancement layers (E1, . . . , EN ).
The base layer represents the lowest playable quality of the
video, while each enhancement layer further improves the
quality [5]. In order to play a video chunk at the ith enhance-
ment layer, all layers from 0 to i have to be downloaded.
Consequently, adaptive SVC streaming can allow playback
at the lowest quality if the enhancement layers of a chunk
have not been fetched before its deadline. In cooperative
video streaming, multiple layers of the same chunk can be
simultaneously fetched by collaborating users.

To motivate our problem, consider a scenario where a group
of users are in a remote location with poor Internet coverage,
e.g., a camp site. The users are interested in watching a
football game on a High-Definition screen. The users are
willing to collaborate in streaming the game using their
mobile phones, which can operate on multiple carriers, e.g,
AT&T, Verizon and, T-Mobile, and have varying data plan
contracts, e.g., an unlimited, a 6GB, or a 3GB plan. Such
scenario can lead to a diversity in the users channels and
thus an improvement in video quality over the aggregated
channel.

Even when all the phones operate on the same carrier,
the aggregated channel allows to improve the quality of the
video. To illustrate, assume that there are N collaborating
users (willing to cooperate and watch the same video) who
are connected to a single base station and competing over the
available resources with M other users who are connected to
the same base station. Assuming equivalent channel strength,
the collaborating users use N

M+N of the base station resources
for streaming the video. For example, the fraction of the
resources used by two and three collaborating users is 2

10 and
3
11 respectively when there are 8 other users served by the
same base station. Therefore, the percentage of the resources
used by the collaborating users increases with N .
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Fig. 1. Example to illustrate the different inputs by the different users. These
inputs include the priority set, amount of data they can contribute, and the
different layers they can help fetch to maximize the quality of experience for
video viewing.

We assume that the bottleneck is the wireless cellular link,
rather than the backbone network. Furthermore, we assume
users impose maximum contribution limit based on their
remaining data. The maximum contribution indicates the
maximum amount of data a user can participate in download-
ing for the entire video. For example, maximum contribution
can be specified as a percentage of the remaining data in
the plan. Moreover, users can specify the highest quality up
to which they can help downloading. Based on the users’
imposed constraints, they are assigned to multiple priority sets,
where users belong to a higher priority set can help in fetching
more layers of the video.

Figure 1 shows an illustrative example for a setup of four
users. The video is encoded into four layers, a base layer
and three enhancement layers. Users 1 and 2 have unlimited
data plans and have no maximum contribution limits. The
two users are assigned to the top priority set, i.e., priority
set 1 and, consequently, can fetch all layers. On the other
hand, user 3 has a limited data plan (6 GB/month). User 3
is assigned to the second priority set and can contribute to
increase the quality of the chunks by downloading up to the
1st enhancement layer if the first two users failed to do so.
Although User 3 helps in fetching chunks, this user also has
a maximum contribution limit of 1 GB. User 4 is assigned to
the third priority set and can help in obtaining only base layers
of chunks when the other users are not able to obtain them.
Further, the maximum contribution of user 4 is 500 MB.

In this paper, we propose GroupCast, a novel preference-
aware cooperative video streaming system that allows multiple
collaborative users to watch SVC-encoded videos with at high
quality on a shared screen. In particular, we propose algorithms
for two classes of streaming scenarios: skip based and no-skip
based streaming. In both classes, each chunk is associated
with a playback deadline. In the skip based streaming (real-
time streaming), the chunks that are not received before
their deadlines are skipped. On the other hand, in no-skip
based streaming, if a chunk cannot be fully downloaded

by its initial deadline, this chunk is not skipped; instead,
a stall (re-buffering) will take place until the chunk is fully
downloaded. Therefore, in skip based streaming, the user will
still experience a stall at the playback time corresponding
to the skipped chunk, but subsequent chunks meet their
deadlines. On the other hand, in no-skip based streaming
(Video on demand), we do not skip chunks. Every chunk
is played, but quality decisions are made such that the stall
(re-buffering) duration is at its minimum, and whenever, there
is a stall, we shift the deadlines of all chunks after this
stall by a time equal to the stall duration. Although the
system and the problem formulation discussed in the paper
are described for SVC, they are applicable to any layered
video coding technique. For example, videos encoded using
Scalable High efficiency Video Coding (SHVC), which is a
scalable extension of H.265/HEVC [6], can be cooperatively
streamed using the proposed approach.

An optimization problem is formulated when the bandwidth
can be obtained offline for both the scenarios. The optimization
problem considers a QoE metric that maximizes a concave
utility function of the chunk qualities and minimizes skip/stall
duration while respecting the priority of the users (users belong
to lower priority sets should be used less) and their imposed
maximum contributions. Since the proposed optimization
problem is non-convex, optimal low-complexity algorithms are
not feasible. Therefore, we provide efficient algorithms that
have a polynomial run-time complexity with respect to the
number of contributing users and fetched layers. Moreover,
we provide some guarantees of the proposed algorithm.

The proposed algorithms are further extended to the practi-
cal online case where the bandwidth is only known for a short
time ahead and can be erroneous. Any bandwidth prediction
method like the crowd-sourcing, or harmonic mean prediction
method [7], [8], can be used which provides the bandwidth
prediction with some errors. The proposed algorithms are
implemented and tested using Android devices with SVC
encoded videos and real bandwidth traces. The algorithms are
shown to outperform the considered baselines significantly.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• We propose a cooperative video streaming system, called
GroupCast, that enables collaborative users to stream SVC-
encoded videos.

• We provide polynomial complexity algorithms to solve
the proposed optimization problem, and we provide theoret-
ical guarantees of the proposed offline algorithm. Moreover,
we propose an online window-based algorithms for online sce-
nario in which the bandwidth can be predicted for short time
ahead with prediction error. Moreover, different algorithms are
proposed for the skip based and the no-skip based streaming
scenarios.

• We evaluate the proposed algorithms with a real imple-
mentation using Android devices, SVC-encoded videos, and
public bandwidth traces. The results show that GroupCast
significantly outperform round robin based schemes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Section III describes the system
model. Section IV describes the problem formulation for skip



based cooperative video streaming. In section V, a set of
polynomial-time algorithms are provided for this non-convex
problem. No-skip scenario is discussed in section VI.
Section VII presents the trace-driven evaluation results with
comparison to different baselines. Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. RELATED WORK
Adaptive Bit Rate (ABR) Streaming for Single User.

Commercial systems such as Apple’s HLS [9], Microsoft’s
Smooth Streaming [10], and Adobe’s HDS [11] are different
variants of ABR streaming. Various approaches for making
ABR streaming decisions have been investigated, includ-
ing control theory [7], [12], Markov Decision Process [13],
machine learning [14], client buffer information [15], and
data-driven techniques [16]–[18].

In a single user video streaming scenario, the rate adap-
tation techniques can be classified into: (i) buffer-based rate
adaptation techniques, in which the quality decisions of the
next chunks to fetch is decided based on the current buffer
occupancy (e.g., [15]), (ii) prediction-based techniques in
which a prediction method such as crowd-sourcing [19], [20]
or harmonic mean [7] is used to predict the bandwidth of the
next few seconds and decide the quality of the next chunks to
fetch, and (iii) a combination of buffer and prediction in which
the current buffer occupancy and the predicted bandwidth
are incorporated in order to decide the quality of the next
few chunks [7], [21]. The third class is shown to outperform
the first two classes [7], [21]. In our proposed formulation,
we incorporate both buffer and prediction into our quality
decisions.

Adaptive SVC Streaming for Single User. SVC received
the final approval to be standardized as an amendment of the
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC (Advanced Video Coding) standard in
2007 [22]. The first dataset and toolchain for SVC is published
in [23]. Authors in [24], [25] have proposed new rate adap-
tation algorithms for SVC that alternate between prefetching
future base layers and backfilling current enhancement layers.
In [26], an optimization based rate adaptation technique for
single link SVC-encoded videos is proposed. In this paper,
the objective is to optimize a QoE metric that maintains a
tradeoff between maximizing the quality of each chunk and
ensuring fairness among all chunks for the minimum stall/skip
duration.

Multi-Path Video Streaming. Multi-path TCP
(MPTCP [27]) is proposed for multi-path streaming in
which a single client is opening parallel connections with a
server using orthogonal links, i.e., LTE and WiFi. However,
MPTCP does not work across users and have several
implementation and security issues [8], [28]. The authors
of [8] proposed a heuristic approach for Multi-Path rate
adaptation in which multiple servers, a single client with
two links (LTE and WiFi), and AVC encoded videos are
considered. However, this rate adaptation technique considers
only two paths, and is proposed for ABR based streaming.
Thus, it does not exploit the flexibility of SVC where a
fine-grained decision per layer can be taken. Furthermore,
these work do not account for maximum contribution limit

on one or both of the paths. Finally, [29] considered SVC
multipath preference aware streaming for SVC. However,
authors consider only 2 links without imposing maximum
contribution per link.

Cooperative Video Streaming. For multiple users inter-
ested in watching the same video, streaming algorithms
using device-to-device (D2D) connections have been studied.
In [30], authors proposed a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)-TV system
that enables multiple contributors to download a single rate
encoded video in which every contributor is assigned a
chunk to fetch such that all chunks are retrieved before their
deadlines. In [31], authors proposed network coding based
cooperative video streaming for a single rate encoded video
where multiple users can aggregate their bandwidth in a
reliable way and fetch the video. However, none of these
efforts consider SVC-encoded videos in which each chunk is
available at base layer and its quality can be further improved
by downloading enhancement layers.

The authors of [32] explained the role of Content-Aware
Networking (CAN) to optimize network resource utilization
while maintaining high QoE and QoS. The functionality of
CAN is provided by enhanced network nodes, termed media-
aware network elements (MANEs), that feature virtualiza-
tion support, content awareness, media processing, buffering
and caching. The proposed MANEs take advantage of SVC
technology in order to provide scalable streaming for users.
Although the paper has laid out the main challenges of
CAN in several use cases including P2P, the paper does
not provide streaming algorithms for SVC-encoded videos.
In [33], authors have proposed piece-picking algorithms to
download selective pieces of distributed layered content over
P2P networks before their deadlines. The proposed algorithms
for skip-based streaming are provided based on Knapsack
problem. However, the setup in [33] obtains content at a
receiver from multiple peers while in our problem, multiple
users obtain content simultaneously to display on a single
screen.

In [34], authors have considered cooperative SVC video
streaming for SVC-encoded videos but with only two layers
for LTE/802.11p Vehicle-to-Infrastructure Communications.
In [35], authors proposed a video assignment strategy based
on the deficit round robin (DRR) for combined SVC and
Multiple Description Coding (MDC), termed Co-SVC-MDC-
Based Cooperative video Streaming Over Vehicular Networks.
In this strategy, the decision of assigning layers to users
follow simple round robin strategy and does not take into
account users’s preferences. The authors of [36] proposed
an SVC cooperative video streaming for vehicular networks
when there is only one relay node per receiver, i.e., at most
two contributors. In contrast to these work, we propose a
generic system that can work with any number of collaborating
users and any number of layers. In addition, we assume
preference aware streaming from users with a maximum
contribution limit per user. Moreover, we consider both skip
and no-skip based streaming. The closest work to this is our
prior work [37], which does not have preference awareness
for different class of users, and only considers no-skip based
streaming.



III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the system model. A summary
table for all the symbols used throughout the paper is listed
in Supplementary Material. We assume that there are U users
and that the SVC-encoded video is divided into C chunks,
where each chunk is of length L seconds. The video is encoded
into a base layer with rate r0, and N enhancement layers
(E1, · · · , EN ) with rates r1, · · · , rN , respectively. Let Yn =
L ∗ rn be the size of the nth layer, where n ∈ {0, . . . , N}.

The users are divided into K disjoint sets, where K ≤ N +
1. The number of users in the kth set is denoted by Uk, where
k ∈ {1, · · ·K}. Notice that U =

∑K
k=1 Uk. We denote the

maximum layer that users in the kth set can fetch as Nk, where
Nk ∈ {0, · · · , N}. We assume that the maximum layer that
can be fetched by the (k + 1)th set is less than the maximum
layer that can be fetched by the kth set, i.e., N1 > N2 >
· · · > NK . To illustrate, assume that K = 2, i.e., the users are
divided into two sets. Therefore, if the users in the first set,
i.e., k = 1, can fetch, for example, up to the 3rd layer, i.e.,
N1 = 3, then users in the second set, i.e., k = 2, can fetch up
to at most the 2nd layer, i.e., N2 = 2.

We assume that each user u in the kth set has a maximum
download contribution of ηk

u. Furthermore, we assume a strict
priority among users in different sets. In essence, a user in
the kth set fetches chunks at layers from {0, · · · , Nk} only if
the users in the higher priority sets, i.e., sets 1 to k − 1, are
unable to fetch layers from {0, · · · , Nk} without violating the
deadlines. In the rest of this paper, we use the terms user and
link interchangeably.

The packing of the users into sets can be done automatically
based on the remaining data in the plan. The remaining data
can be quantized to get the set assignment. Then, a particular
percentage of the available data plan can be chosen as the
maximum contribution limit. Even though the set assignments
and the contribution limits can be set automatically, the users
have the flexibility to modify these limits. The designer may,
however, limit the possibility of decreasing the priority level
or the maximum contribution limit to avoid greedy behavior
of certain users. However, the decrease of the maximum
contribution based on available battery charge at the user may
be allowable. In this paper, we assume that the user priority
levels and the maximum contribution limits are known.

We consider two streaming scenarios: the skip based stream-
ing and the no-skip based streaming. For the skip based
streaming, the video is played with an initial start-up, i.e.,
buffering delay of s seconds. There is a playback deadline
for each of the chunks, where chunk i needs to be down-
loaded by deadline(i) = s + (i − 1)L seconds. The chunks
that cannot be received before their respective deadlines
are skipped. For the no-skip based streaming, it also has
a start-up delay of s seconds. However, if a chunk cannot
be downloaded before its deadline, it will not be skipped.
Instead, a stall, i.e., re-buffering, will take place. As a result,
the video will pause until the chunk is fully downloaded.
Let the total stall duration from the start until the play-time
of chunk i be d(i). Consequently, the deadline of chunk i
is deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(i). In both scenarios,

the objective of the scheduling algorithm is to determine which
layers need to be fetched for each chunk such that the skip/stall
duration is minimized and the overall playback bitrate is
maximized.

We assume that all time units are discrete and that the
discretization time unit is 1 second. Let Zn,i denotes how
much of the nth layer of chunk i that can be fetched, i.e., if the
nth layer of chunk i can be fetched, then Zn,i = Yn; otherwise
Zn,i = 0. Let z

(k)
n,u(i, j) be the amount of the nth layer of

chunk i that is fetched at time slot j from the link Lk,u, where
Lk,u represents the uth user in kth set. The sum of z

(k)
n,u(i, j)

over all u, k, j is Zn,i. Let D
(k)
n,u(i) =

∑deadline(C)
j=1 z

(k)
n,u(i, j)

be the total amount of the nth layer of chunk i that is
fetched by Lk,u. Further, let G

(k)
n be the total amount of

the nth layer fetched from all users in the kth set. Thus,
G

(k)
n =

∑Uk

u=1

∑C
i=1 D

(k)
n,u(i). We assume that at most one

link can be used to get the nth layer of chunk i. Therefore,
for each layer n of chunk i, there will be at most one link such
that D

(k)
n,u(i) > 0. Let B

(k)
u (j) be the available bandwidth of

the uth link in the kth set.

IV. SKIP BASED STREAMING: PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we present the problem formulation for
the skip based scenario. The key objectives of the problem
are to (i) minimize the number of skipped chunks, (ii) max-
imize the playback rate of the video, and (iii) minimize
the quality changes between the neighboring chunks. As a
result, the obtained optimal fetching policy is the one that
minimizes the total number of skips as the highest priority,
while preferring chunks at the nth layer quality level over
increasing the quality of some chunks to higher layers at the
cost of dropping the quality of other chunks. Such strategy
avoids unnecessary layer switchings and leads to a smoother
and more eye-pleasant playback of the video. We first describe
the proposed problem formulation of the offline version that
assumes perfect prediction for the entire period of the video
and infinite buffer capacity. These assumptions are relaxed
when we describe the online algorithm in Section V-C.

In order to account for the three objectives with their priority
orders, we maximize a weighted sum of layer sizes fetched
by different users, where lower layers and users belong to
higher priority sets are given higher weights. In order to
do so, we introduce two-dimensional weights λk

n that need
to satisfy the following condition: for any users sets k,
k� ∈ {(k + 1)....K}, and k�� ∈ {1....k}

λ(k)
a Ya > C ·

( N∑

n=a

λk′
n Yn +

N∑

n=a+1

λk′′
n Yn

)
. (1)

The choice of weightes that satisfy Equation 1 implies two
requirements. First, it implies that, for any layer a, the layers
higher than a have lower utility than a chunk at layer a.
In the case when a = 0, the choice of λ implies that all the
enhancement layers achieve less utility than one chunk at the
base layer. The use of λ then helps in giving higher priority to
fetch more chunks at the nth layer quality over fetching some
at higher quality at the cost of dropping the quality of other



chunks to below the nth layer quality. Second, the choice of λ
implies that the highest utility that can be achieved for every
layer is when it is fetched by a user belong to the set with the
highest priority level. This will obey the priority order, and it
will not use a lower priority user to fetch a layer that can be
fetched by a higher priority user.

Accordingly, we formulate the objective function as the
following.

K∑

k=1

N∑

n=0

λ(k)
n G(k)

n . (2)

This objective is constrained by a set of constraints such as
bandwidth, deadline, users maximum contribution, users-set
assignment, and video decoding constraints. Accordingly, the
proposed optimization problem can be formulated as follows.

Maximize :
K∑

k=1

N∑

n=0

λ(k)
n G(k)

n (3)

subject to

G(k)
n =

Uk∑

u=1

C∑

i=1

D(k)
n,u(i) ∀n, k (4)

D(k)
n,u(i) =

(i−1)L+s∑

j=1

z(k)
n,u(i, j) ∀i, n, k, u (5)

K∑

k=1

Uk∑

u=1

D(k)
n,u(i) = Zn,i ∀i, n (6)

Zn,i ≤ Yn

Yn−1
Zn−1,i ∀i, n > 0 (7)

N∑

n=0

C∑

i=1

z(k)
n,u(i, j) ≤ B(k)

u (j) ∀k, u, j (8)

D(k)
n,u(i)D(k′)

n,u′(i) = 0 ∀n, i, and (k, u) �= (k�, u�) (9)
∑

i

D(k)
n,u(i) ≤ ηk

u ∀u, k, n (10)

D(k)
n,u(i) = 0 ∀i, k, n > Nk (11)

z(k)
n,u(i, j) ≥ 0 ∀n, u, k, i, j (12)

z(k)
n,u(i, j) = 0 ∀{j : j > (i − 1)L + s}, u, n, k

(13)

Zn,i ∈ Zn � {0, Yn} ∀i, n (14)

In the above formulation, Constraints (4), (5), (6) and (14)
ensure that what is fetched for layer n of chunk i over all
links and times is either zero or Yn. Constraint (7) imposes
the decoding constraint, i.e., it ensures that the nth layer
of any chunk cannot be fetched if the lower layer is not
fetched. Constraint (8) imposes the bandwidth constraint of
all links at each time slot j. Constraint (9) enforces that a
chunk’s layer can be fetched only over one link. Constraint
(10) imposes that the maximum amount of data fetched by
link Lk,u is ηk

u. Constraint (11) enforces that user u at
the kth set cannot be used to fetch layers higher than Nk.
Constraint (12) imposes the non-negativity of the download
of a chunk and (13) imposes the deadline constraint since

chunk i ∈ {1, · · · , C} cannot be fetched after its deadline
(deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s).

The problem defined in (3)-(14) has integer constraints and
a non-convex constraint, i.e., Equation (9). Integer-constrained
problems are in the class of discrete optimization, which are
known to be NP hard in general [38].

V. GROUPCAST ALGORITHM FOR SKIP-BASED

STREAMING

In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm for
skip-based streaming. To develop the algorithm, we consider
the offline algorithm, i.e., the bandwidth is perfectly known for
the entire period of the video. We first assume one set of users,
i.e., K = 1, where there is no preference among different
users. We refer to this algorithm as Offline No-Pref GroupCast.
This algorithm is then extended to the general case in which
users can belong to different sets with different priority levels.
We refer to this algorithm as Offline Pref GroupCast. Finally,
we propose an online algorithm Online Pref/No-Pref Group-
Cast in which more practical assumptions are considered such
as short bandwidth prediction with prediction error and finite
buffer size.

A. Offline No-Pref GroupCast Algorithm

We now describe Offline No-Pref GroupCast algorithm. For
illustration of the algorithm, we have included an example
in Supplementary Material. In Offline No-Pref GroupCast,
we assume that there is only one set that contains U users. The
Offline No-Pref GroupCast algorithm, listed in Algorithm 1,
processes the layers sequentially according to their order (Line
4). The first layer to be considered is the base layer where the
algorithm initially finds the cumulative bandwidth of every
second j and user u (R(u)(j)) (Line 5). Then, it makes the
decision for the base layers of all the chunks, i.e., which
chunks to be skipped and which to be fetched. Moreover,
the algorithm decides which user is used to fetch the base
layer of every chunk that has been decided to be fetched.
The algorithm performs a forward scan to find the maximum
number of base layers that can be fetched before the deadline
of each chunk. The maximum number of base layers that can
be fetched before the deadline of the ith chunk is: V0,i =
∑(U)

u=1�min(ηu

y0
, Ru(deadline(i))

y0
)	(Line 6). Let skip(i) be the

total number of skips before the deadline of the ith chunk.
Therefore, if V0,i is less than i − skip(i − 1) at the deadline
of the ith chunk, there must be a skip (or skips), where the
total number of skips from the start until the deadline of the
ith chunk is equal to skip(i) = skip(i − 1) + 1(Lines 9-11).
If there are A skips, then the algorithm will always skip the
first A chunks since they are the closest to their deadlines.
Thus, skipping them will result in a bandwidth that can be
used by the remaining chunks to increase their quality. This
choice maximizes the total available bandwidth for the later
chunks. Note that the number of skips could increase if the
maximum contribution of all users is used before downloading
all chunks.

In the second step, the algorithm performs a backward scan
per chunk (Lines 15-24) starting from the first chunk that



was decided to be fetched by calling the Backward Algorithm
(Line 20, Algorithm 2). The backward algorithm simulates
fetching every chunk i starting from its deadline and by every
user that has min(R(u)(deadline(i)), ηk

u) ≥ Y0 (Lines 16,
18, and 20).

Before we describe the details of the second step, we first
define some necessary parameters. Let αn

i (u) be the amount
of bandwidth used to fetch the layer n of chunk i by user u
before the deadline of the (i − 1)th chunk. Let βn

i (u) be the
cost of fetching the layer n of the ith chunk by user u, and
βn
i (u) can be found as follows.

βn
i (u) =

{
αn

i (u), if Yn can be fetched by user u

∞, otherwise
(15)

Now we describe the second step of the algorithm. The
algorithm performs a backward scan per chunk starting from
the first chunk by calling Algorithm 2 (line 20). The backward
scan computes the cost of fetching each chunk by each user,
i.e., βn

i (u). The user that minimizes the cost is chosen to
fetch the base layer of the ith chunk. Note that the link over
which the ith chunk will be fetched is the one that gives the
maximum amount of total available bandwidth over all links
before the deadline of (i − 1)th chunk. To illustrate, assume
that there are 2 users. Consider that fetching the ith chunk
by user 1 results in using x amount of the bandwidth before
the deadline of the (i − 1)th chunk, while fetching the ith

chunk by user 2 results in using y amount of the bandwidth
before the deadline of the i − 1th chunk. Then, the first user
is chosen to fetch the ith chunk only if x < y. The objective
of this decision is to save the bandwidth of looming chunks
as much as possible. This will help consequent chunks to be
fetched at higher layers.

Enhancement Layer Modifications: The algorithm pro-
ceeds by performing a forward-backward scan for each
enhancement layer in order from lowest to highest quality.
The bandwidth is then modified to be the remaining after
excluding the reserved bandwidth to fetch lower layers (Line 6
in Algorithm 2). Note that the nth layer of a chunk is not
considered if its n − 1th layer is not decided to be fetched
(Line 17 in Algorithm 1).

Downloading Chunks: During the actual fetching of the
chunks, each link fetches the layers in order of the chunks.
In other words, layer n of the ith chunk is fetched before
layer m of the jth chunk if and only if i < j. Moreover,
for the same chunk, the layers are fetched according to their
order. For example, the base layer is downloaded first, then
enhancement layer 1, and so on.

Complexity Analysis: The algorithm sequentially decides
each layer. For each layer n, the algorithm first finds R(u)(j),
the cumulative bandwidth of each link u and time slot j, which
is linear with respect to each link. Thus, it has a run-time com-
plexity of O(U · deadline(C)). Then, it performs a forward
scan that has a run-time complexity of O(U · deadline(C)).
Finally, a backward scan on each link at each time. Since
the complexity of the backward algorithm is linear in C with
respect to each link, the run-time complexity for fetching one

Algorithm 1 Offline No-Pref GroupCast Algorithm

1: Input: Y = {Yn∀n}, L, s, C, ηu, B(u) = {B(u)(j)∀j},
u = 1, · · · , U .

2: Output: I
(u)
n , u = 1, · · · , U : set containing the indices of

the chunks that can have their nth layer fetched by user u.
3: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s ∀i
4: for each layer n = 0, · · · , N do
5: R(u)(j) =

∑j
j′=1 B(u)(j�),∀j, u

6: Vn,i =
∑U

u=1�min(ηu

yn
, Ru(deadline(i))

yn
)	, ∀i

7: skip(0) = 0
8: for i = 1 : C do
9: if Vn,i < i − skip(i − 1) or (i /∈ I

(1)
(n−1) and,· · · , i /∈

I
(U)
(n−1)) then

10: skip(i) = skip(i − 1) + 1
11: end if
12: end for
13: Skip the first skip(C) chunks.
14: i� = skip(C) + 1: the index of the first chunk to fetch
15: for i = i� : C do
16: ju = deadline(i), u =∈ {1, · · · , U}
17: if (n = 0 or i ∈ I

(1)
n−1 or · · · , i ∈ I

(U)
n−1) then

18: B2u = Bu, t = deadline(i − 1), ηt,u = ηu

19: [B2u, βn
i (u), ηt,u] =

Backward(u, ju,B2u, Yn, t, ηt,u)∀u
20: u1 = arg min(βn

i )
21: I

(u1)
n = I

(u1)
n ∪ i, B(u1) = B2(u1), ηu = ηt,u

22: end if
23: end for
24: end for

Algorithm 2 Backward Algorithm
1: Input: u, j, B2, Yn, t, ηt,u

2: Output: βn
i (u)the cost of fetching layer n of chunk i by

user u, B2 is the residual bandwidth after fetching chunk
i, ηt,u: the remaining contribution of user u

3: Initialization: βn
i (u) = 0

4: while (Yn > 0) do
5: fetched = min(B2(j), ηt,u, Yn)
6: B2(j) = B2(j) − fetched, Yn = Yn − fetched,
7: ηt,u = ηt,u − fetched
8: if (j ≤ t) then βn

i (k) = βn
i (u) + fetched

9: if (B2(j) = 0) then j = j − 1
10: if j < 1 and Yn > 0 then βn

i (u) = ∞, break
11: end while

layer is O(U · C2). Thus, the overall run-time complexity is
O(U · N · C2).

We can show that this algorithm is optimal in two cases:
when all chunks are encoded in single layer only, and when
the video is encoded into multiple layers but there is one user
only. The latter case is obtained by an adaptation of the results
in [26].

Even though we do not show the optimality of No-Pref
GroupCast in general, we note that this algorithm minimizes
the number of skips of the nthlayer given the decisions of all



lower layers. This result is formally expressed in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1: Given size decisions up to n − 1th layer
(Z0,i, · · · , Zn−1,i, for all i), remaining bandwidth, and
deadline(i) for every chunk i, the proposed No-Pref Group-
Cast algorithm achieves the minimum number of nth layer
skips (or obtains the maximum number of chunks at layer n)
as compared to any feasible algorithm which fetches the same
layers of every chunk up to layer n − 1.

Proof: Proof is provided in Supplementary Material.

Algorithm 3 Offline Pref GroupCast Algorithm

1: Input: Y = {Yn∀n}, L, s, C, B(k)
u = {Bu(k)(j)∀j},

k = 1 . . . .K , u = 1, .., Uk, ∀k.
2: Output: I

(u,k)
n , n = 0, . . . , N : set containing the indices

of the chunks that can have their nth layer fetched by user
u in set k.

3: χ = {1, . . . ., K}: set of all user sets
4: lowest = K
5: p = 0
6: while 2 ∈ χ do
7: m=max layer index that users belong to set lowest can

fetch
8: [I(u,k)

n ,B(k)
u , n = p · · ·m] = No-Pref GroupCast(Y, L,

s, B(k)
u , k = 1 · · · lowest, u = 1 · · ·Uk)

9: Y2 = {Yn,i∀n, i ∈ I
(lowest)
n }

10: [I(k′)
n ,Bu(k�), n = 0 · · ·n2, k

� = 1 · · · lowest−1] = No-
Pref GroupCast(Y2, L, s, B(k′)

u )
11: for i = 1 : C do
12: for u = 1 : Ulowest do
13: if (i ∈ I

(u,lowest)
n and i ∈ I

(u∈k′,k′)
n ) then

14: I
(u,lowest)
n = I

(u,lowest)
n − {i}

15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: χ = χ − {lowest}
19: lowest = lowest − 1
20: p = m + 1
21: end while
22: [I(u,1)

n ,B(1)
u , n = p · · ·N ] = No-Pref GroupCast(Yn, n ≥

p, L, s, B(1)
u )

B. Offline Pref-GroupCast Algorithm

We now describe Pref GroupCast algorithm. For illustration
of the algorithm, we have included an example in Supplemen-
tary Material. In this section, we consider K sets of users.
Users belong to the first set, i.e., users 1 to u�, have an
unlimited data plan and thus can contribute as much as their
bandwidths allow. On the other hand, the remaining users, i.e.,
users u� + 1 to U have different preferences and thus belong
to different sets. For example, some users can contribute in
fetching up to the nth enhancement layer, while other users
can only help in avoiding skips due to their limited plans.
The latter group belong to the set numbered K since sets are
ordered according their priority levels. The proposed Offline
Pref GroupCast algorithm is listed in Algorithm 3.

The first step in the algorithm is calling No-Pref GroupCast
algorithm considering the lowest set of layers that all users
can fetch (Line 7-8). We denote these layers by layers 0 to m.
The objective of the first call of Offline No Pref-GroupCast is
to find the maximum layer less than or equal to m that can
be fetched for each chunk. The initial fetching policy obtained
by this run is not final since the users preferences have not
been taken into consideration. Recall that the lower priority
links will not be used to fetch even the the lowest set of
layers, i.e., 0, · · · , m, if all higher priority links can do so.
In the second step, No-Pref GroupCast is executed again for
layers 0 to m that were initially decided to be fetched by the
users belong to the lowest priority set (set K) (Lines 9-10).
The objective of the second call of No-Pref GroupCast is to
move as much as possible of these layers to users belong to
the higher priority sets. In the next step, the lowest priority
set among the remaining sets is excluded (Line 18), and the
same process is repeated. At the last step of the algorithm,
No-Pref GroupCast Algorithm is run for the remaining layers
considering only the users belonging to the highest priority set
(set 1).

C. Online Adaptations for GroupCast
For the algorithms described in Sections V-A and V-B,

we assume a perfect bandwidth prediction and an unlimited
client buffer capacity. In practice, however, bandwidth pre-
diction is not perfect and client’s buffer is limited. In fact,
even if the buffer is unlimited the video content itself may
not be available for a few chunks ahead. Therefore, the buffer
constraint is considered to account for both scenarios, i.e., lim-
ited client buffer and the availability of future chunks. In this
section, we use an online algorithm that obtains bandwidth
prediction for a window of size W chunks ahead for each user.
Accordingly, the decisions is made based on the prediction.
The W chunks start from the ith chunk that has a current time
δ higher than its deadline, i.e., deadline(i) = current time+δ.
Typically, δ is in the range of 1-2 seconds. We set δ as a
margin to avoid making a decision for a chunk at its deadline
and end up not having its decided layers fully downloaded by
its deadline due to prediction error.

There are multiple ways to obtain the bandwidth prediction.
Our approach is to use the harmonic mean of the download
time of the past β layers to predict the future bandwidth [8].
The decisions are re-computed for the chunks that have not
yet reached their deadlines periodically every α seconds.
Typically, we set α to be 2-3 seconds. To account for the
buffer, we assume that WL + s is no more than the buffer
length.

For the next W chunks, the algorithms in
Sections V-A and V-B are run to find the quality using
the predicted bandwidth. These W chunks can then be
fetched according to the decision generated by the algorithms.
After α seconds, the optimization problem is re-run, and the
decisions are re-considered and updated. The fetching policy
is updated on-the-fly without interrupting the download of
the current set of layers.

Since the maximum contributions are defined for the whole
period of the video, the controller is required to efficiently



use the maximum contribution per user over the entire duration
of the video. In essence, at each time cα, where c ∈ {1, 2, . . .},
the controller decides the maximum contribution of user u for
the current W chunks. Let ηu be the maximum contribution of
user u for the entire video duration of T , i.e., T = (i−1)L+
s+d(C). Further, let fu,c be the amount of content fetched by
user u before the time cα. Then, the maximum contribution
of user u for the window starting at cα, denoted as η̃u,c, is as
follows.

η̃u,c =
min(WL + cαL, T )

T
· ηu − fu,c. (16)

Accordingly, the maximum contribution per user is fairly
distributed over time. In other words, users who contributed
less than the assigned maximum contribution in the previous
windows contribute more in the current window. The initial
contribution is set to WL

T ·ηu in the first window for all users.

VI. NO SKIP BASED STREAMING ALGORITHM

In no-skip streaming, the video player stalls the video and
continues downloading the chunk instead of skipping it when
the deadline of the chunk is missed. In this section, the objec-
tive is to maximize the average quality while minimizing
the stall duration. Accordingly, the new objective function is
slightly different from Equation (3) because skipping the base
layer is not allowed. However, higher layers can be skipped.
All constraints are the same as skip based optimization prob-
lem except that we add a new constraint, i.e., Constraint (22),
to enforce that Z0,i to be equal to the size of BL of the
ithchunk ∀i. Note that Z0,i cannot be zero because we do
not allow skipping base layers. Moreover, the deadline of
any chunk i is a function of the total stall from the start
of the playback until the playback time of the ith chunk,
i.e., deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(i). We define the total
stall duration from the start until the play-time of the ith

chunk as d(i). Therefore, the deadline of the ith chunk is
(i − 1)L + s + d(i). The objective function is thus given as:

K∑

k=1

N∑

n=0

λ(k)
n G(k)

n − μd(C) (17)

where the weight for the stall duration is chosen such that
μ � λ1

0, because users tend to prefer not running into
re-buffering over playing the video in better quality. This is
a multi-objective optimization problem with quality and stalls
as the two objectives, and is formulated as follows.

Maximize :(17) (18)

subject to (4), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (14)

D(k)
n,u(i) =

(i−1)L+d(i)+s∑

j=1

z(k)
n,u(i, j) ∀i, n, k, u (19)

z(k)
n,u(i, j) = 0 ∀{j : j > (i − 1)L + s + d(i)}, ∀u, n, k

(20)

d(i) ≥ d(i − 1) ≥ 0 ∀i > 1 (21)

Z0,i = Y0, ∀i (22)

Fig. 2. System setup of the emulated experiment.

As compared to skip based streaming, we do not allow
base layer skips as specified by Constraint (22). We note that
this problem can be solved using an algorithm similar to the
skip-based streaming. One difference as compared to the skip
version is that the first step of the no-skip algorithm is to
determine the minimum stall time such that all chunks are
fetched at least at base layer quality since that is the first
priority. Therefore, the forward scan of the base layer objective
is not to find the minimum number of skips. The No-Pref-
GroupCast algorithm runs a base layer forward scan that has
the objective of checking if all chunks can be fetched at least
at the base layer quality with the current startup delay. At the
deadline of the ith, if V0,i < i, the algorithm increments the
deadline of each chunk ≥i by 1 and resumes the forward scan
(Lines 11-15). The algorithm does not proceed to the next
chunk untill the condition of V (i) ≥ i is satisfied. At the
end, the algorithm sets the final deadline of every chunk i
to be: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(C). Therefore, the
base layer forward scan achieves the minimum stall duration
and brings all stalls to the very beginning. Consequently,
this will offer more bandwidth to subsequent chunks and can
help increase their quality. The detailed steps are described in
Algorithm 5.

The rest of the algorithm is equivalent to the skip version
since skips are not allowed only for base layers, i.e., higher
layers can be skipped. The key difference in the no-skip with
compare to the skip version is that the startup delay is decided
such that there will be no skips. No-skip version can be
considered as a special case of the skip version in which
all chunks can be fetched at least at the base layer without
skipping an entire chunk. The No-Pref version of No-Skip
GroupCast is described in Algorithm 4.

VII. SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the implementation and the eval-
uation of skip and no-skip versions of GroupCast. However,
we only report the results of the skip version because the
results for both versions are qualitatively similar.



Algorithm 4 Offline No-Skip No-Pref GroupCast Algorithm

1: Input: Y = {Yn∀n}, L, s, C, ηu, B(u) = {B(u)(j)∀j},
u = 1, · · · , U .

2: Output: I
(u)
n , u = 1, · · · , U : set containing the indices of

the chunks that can have their nth layer fetched by user u.
3: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s ∀i
4: for each layer n = 0, · · · , N do
5: R(u)(j) =

∑j
j′=1 B(u)(j�),∀j, u

6: Vn,i =
∑U

u=1�min(ηu

yn
, Ru(deadline(i))

yn
)	, ∀i

7: if n = 0 then
8: for i = 1 : C do
9: If i > 1 then d(i) = d(i − 1),deadline(i) = (i −

1)L + s + d(i)
10: Vn,i =

∑U
u=1�min(ηu

yn
, Ru(deadline(i))

yn
)	

11: while (Vn,i < i) do
12: d(i) = d(i) + 1
13: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(i)
14: Vn,i =

∑U
u=1�min(ηu

yn
, Ru(deadline(i))

yn
)	

15: end while
16: end for
17: deadline(i) = (i − 1)L + s + d(C), ∀i, i� = 1
18: else
19: skip(0) = 0
20: for i = 1 : C do
21: if Vn,i < i − skip(i − 1) or (i /∈ I

(1)
(n−1) and,· · · ,

i /∈ I
(U)
(n−1)) then

22: skip(i) = skip(i − 1) + 1
23: end if
24: end for
25: Skip the first skip(C) chunks.
26: i� = skip(C) + 1: the index of the first chunk to fetch
27: end if
28: for i = i� : C do
29: ju = deadline(i), u =∈ {1, · · · , U}
30: if (n = 0 or i ∈ I

(1)
n−1 or · · · , i ∈ I

(U)
n−1) then

31: if(Bu > Yn) B2u = Bu else B2u = 0
32: t = deadline(i − 1)
33: [B2u, βn

i (u)] = Backward(u, i, ju,B2u, Yn, t)∀u
34: u1 = argmin(βn

i )
35: I

(u1)
n = I

(u1)
n ∪ i, B(u1) = B2(u1)

36: end if
37: end for
38: end for

A. Evaluation Parameters

Implementation Setup. Fig. 2 illustrates the system setup.
The implemented system contains three components: (i) the
video server, (ii) the controller, and (iii) the clients. The func-
tionalities of the video server include hosting the videos and
running the bandwidth shaper. The video server is hosted on
a Dell Power Edge R420 with a 6-core Intel E5-2620v3 CPU,
120 GB of RAM, and Ubuntu Server 16.0 LTS OS. The
video server runs a Python-based HTTP Server that serves the
requests of the clients. Each layer in the video is requested
by an HTTP GET request using the layer’s URL. We use

TABLE I

SVC ENCODING BITRATES USED IN OUR EVALUATION

the publicly available video “Big Buck Bunny” [23]. The
video consists of 299 chunks, i.e., 14315 frames, where each
chunk has a duration of 2 seconds (48 frames). We use
the quality of SVC scalability mode. The frame rate of this
video is 24fps, and the spatial resolution is 1280x720. The
video is encoded into one base layer and three enhancement
layers. Table I gives the cumulative nominal rates of each
layer, where “BL” and “ELi” refer to the base layer and
the cumulative ith enhancement layer rate, respectively. For
example, the exact rate of the ith enhancement layer is equal
to ELi-EL(i−1), with EL0 = BL. The rate distribution of the
different layers of the VBR video is depicted in Fig. 3. For
the bandwidth shaping, we use Dummynet [39] tool to limit
the outgoing bandwidth from the video server according the
collected bandwidth traces. All reported results are based on
the 1000 bandwidth traces described below.

The controller contains three components: (i) the Optimizer,
(ii) the Bandwidth Predictor, and (iii) the SVC decoder.
The functionalities of the controller include providing and
orchestrating the communication among users, running the
optimizer, sending the decisions to the clients, receiving back
the downloaded layers from clients, decoding the received
chunks, and playing the video on the display. The optimizer
and the bandwidth predictor are implemented in Java. We use
the DASH-SVC-Toolchain to decode the video and stream
the videos to the display screen [23]. The controller can be
hosted on any device, e.g., a phone, a laptop, or a single-board
computer, that can provide tethered or wireless connections to
the clients and the display. In our implementation, we use
a MacBook Pro with 2.4 GHz Intel I5 processor and 8 GB
DDR3 RAM as the controller, which communicates with the
clients using an 802.11n WiFi link. Such link does not incur
communication overhead, i.e., latency, since the clients are
within the proximity of the controller. The 802.11n network
can operate with a net data rate of at least 100 Mbit/s [40],
which is sufficient to serve the users in our setup without being
a bottleneck.

The functionalities of the Clients include receiving the
fetching policy from the controller, sending the HTTP GET
request for each assigned layer to the Video server, and
streaming the downloaded layers to the controller. Note that
the clients do not decode the downloaded SVC chunks. The
client application is implemented in Java and deployed as a
mobile phone application. We use four phones as clients, each
running Android 7.0. Each phone has 4G of RAM and 32GB
of internal memory. We assume that the only connection to
the Internet for the controller is provided by a cellular network
(LTE/4G/3G) via the clients.

Bandwidth Traces. We use a public dataset that consists of
continuous one-second measurement of throughput for cellular
system [19]. The dataset has been divided into 1000 traces,
each of six minutes length [7]. The statistics of the dataset
are shown in Fig. 4(a-b). We assign 250 bandwidth traces



Fig. 3. Rate distribution of the video used in the implementation at different
quality levels.

to each user at random. The average throughput across the
traces varies from 0.7 Mbps to 2.7 Mbps, with a median of
1.6 Mbps. In each trace, the instantaneous throughput is also
highly variable, with the average standard deviation across
traces being 0.9 Mbps. We only consider the first 175 chunks
of the video because that the video length is longer than the
provided bandwidth traces.

Experiment Parameters. We considered three experiments
scenarios. The first scenario is the no-preference and infinite
contribution, i.e., all users contribute equally likely while
imposing no maximum contribution to any user. Second
scenario is the no-preference and finite contribution, which
imposes maximum contribution for all the users. Table II
gives the maximum contribution of the four users in Mb
that are used in the evaluation. We note that the sum of the
maximum contributions is 1400 Mb, which allows to fetch
most of the chunks at the second enhancement layer given
that the bandwidth is enough. Notice that the expected size of
all the chunks at the second enhancement layer is 4.8 × 2 ×
175 = 1680 Mb. The third scenario is the preference-aware
and finite contribution in which users impose the maximum
contributions specified in Table II. Moreover, users 3 and 4 are
less preferable in the sense that they can only help in avoiding
skips, i.e., fetch base layers if the other two users cannot meet
the deadlines.

We assume a playback buffer of 10 seconds for all the
scenarios considered in the evaluation. In other words, the win-
dow size is W = 5 chunks. Moreover, for all online algo-
rithms, we re-consider the decisions every four seconds, i.e.,
α = 4 s, and the parameter δ is also assumed to be 2 seconds.
Finally, the startup delay is 5 seconds.

Bandwidth Prediction. Although that our algorithm can
work with any bandwidth prediction technique, we consider a
harmonic mean-based prediction. The harmonic mean of the
throughput achieved in fetching the last 5 layers by the ith

user is used as a predictor for the bandwidth of that user for
the next window of chunks. Since there is no prediction at the
beginning, the first 4 chunks will be assigned randomly to the
4 users at base layer quality. Consequently, each user will be
fetching one of the first 4 chunks.

Fig. 4. Statistics of the two bandwidth traces: (a) mean, and (b) standard
deviation of each trace’s available bandwidth.

TABLE II

MAX CONTRIBUTIONS USED IN OUR EVALUATION

Comparison Baselines. The proposed online algorithm is
compared with the following two strategies based on round
robin assignment of layers to users. To achieve fair comparison
with the proposed algorithms, we consider maximum contribu-
tion per window in the round robin assignment. In particular,
a layer is skipped by the user if his residual contribution limit
in the window is not enough to fetch that layer. We also include
the offline algorithm to show the relative performance of the
compared algorithms to our offline scenario, which has perfect
knowledge of the bandwidth for the entire period of the video.

Buffer-Based Cooperative Streaming Approach (BB).
BB adjusts the streaming quality based on the playback
buffer occupancy. Specifically, the quality follows the same
strategy of BBA algorithm [15] in making the quality decision.
The decision depends on two conditions. First, if the buffer
occupancy is lower (higher) than the lower (higher) threshold,
then chunks are fetched at the lowest (highest) quality. Second,
if the buffer occupancy lies in between the two thresholds, then
the buffer rate relationship is determined by a linear function
between the two thresholds. We use 4 s and 10 s as the lower
and higher thresholds on the buffer length, respectively.

Once the decision is obtained, the different layers of the
next window of chunks are assigned to users 1, 2, 3, and
4 using round robin strategy for the no-preference scenario.
If the maximum contribution of the current window for any of
the users does not allow to fetch the base layers, then the next
users in the round is chosen. The preference scenario works the
same except that if the decided quality is higher than the base
layer quality and the maximum contribution of the preferred
links allow to fetch base layers, then the enhancement layers
are not assigned to the less preferred users. As a result, the less
preferred users do not fetch beyond the base layer. If fetching
any layer causes to violate the maximum contribution of this
window for all users, then that layer is skipped. The process
is repeated every α seconds to decide the fetching policy of
the next W chunks similar to GroupCast algorithm.

Prediction Based Cooperative Streaming Approach (PB).
PB uses the harmonic mean to predict the bandwidth for the



Fig. 5. Comparing streaming algorithms: (a,b,c,d,e) are layer percentage, CDF of the skip duration, CDF of the average playback Rate, APBR, CDF of the
layer switching rate, and fetching percentage per user for the no-preference infinite contribution scenario, (f,g,h,i,j) and (k,l,m,n,o) show the same thing for
no-preference finite contribution and preference-aware scenario, respectively. Note that legends for the sets (a,f,k), (b,c,d,g,h,i,l,m,n), and (e,j,o) are the same,
and are thus not repeated in the subfigures.

TABLE III

SKIP PERCENTAGE AND AVERAGE PLAYBACK RATE COMPARISON

next window of chunks. In particular, PB computes the sum
of the predicted bandwidths for all users for the no-preference
scenario, and for users 1 and 2 for the preference scenario.
Then, it considers 90% of the computed value as the predicted
bandwidth. The closest quality level that is less than the value
of the predicted bandwidth is used as the quality decision of
all chunks of this window. The decided layers to be fetched
are distributed in round robin strategy as described for the BB
algorithm.

B. Evaluation Results

In this subsection, we compare the performance of the
GroupCast algorithm with the baseline algorithms described
in Section VII-A. We denote the offline fetching policy by
Off-GroupCast, where the bandwidth is predicted perfectly
and the decisions of all chunks are calculated in a single run
of the optimization problem. The maximum contributions are
constrained as given in Table II.

The results are illustrated in Table III and Fig. 5. From the
results, Off-GroupCast can fetch all chunks at least at the base
layer quality without running into skips in all three scenarios.
Moreover, we observe that GroupCast achieves the minimum
number of skips and the highest playback average among all
online algorithms. GroupCast significantly outperforms BB
and PB. For example, over all the traces, GroupCast runs in

only 0.28%, 2.08%, and 1.80% of skips in the no-preference
infinite contribution, no-preference finite contribution, and
preference-aware finite contribution, respectively. On the other
hand, BB runs into 4.89%, 6.21%, and 16.75% skips, while PB
runs into 3.1%, 4.89%, and 11.68% skips for same respective
scenarios.

Fig. 5-(a, f, k) show the layer percentage for each scenario.
Fig. 5-a illustrates that there is an assignment policy such that
all chunks can be fetched at the highest quality. Moreover,
we see that even though GroupCast uses short prediction
window with prediction errors, it still achieves the closest
performance to the offline algorithm which has the perfect
knowledge of the future bandwidth. This is because that we use
the sliding based window in which decisions are reconsidered
every α seconds.

Fig. 5-(f) demonstrates that the quality drops when the
maximum contribution constraint is imposed. According to
the maximum contribution values are imposed in Table III,
we expect that most of the chunks will be fetched at the
2nd enhancement layer quality, which is also reflected by
the off-GroupCast algorithm in Fig. 5-f. We also note that
GroupCast is the best algorithm to adjust to the imposed
maximum contribution constraints among online algorithms.
However, since the online algorithm only has local information
per window every α seconds, we observe that it runs into
fetching more chunks at the highest quality at the cost of
running into subsequent skips.

Fig. 5-(k) shows the results of preference-aware with finite
contribution in which users 3 and 4 can only help in avoid-
ing skips. The figure shows that Off-GroupCast can ideally
fetch all chunks at either E1 or E2 quality levels. We note
similar observations in the no-preference finite contribution
scenario, i.e., GroupCast significantly outperform the round
robin strategies in avoiding skips and fetch more chunks at
higher quality. Moreover, we observe that because of the short
prediction of the online GroupCast, it fetches more chunks
at the highest quality levels at the cost of skipping some
other chunks. Therefore, GroupCat achieves higher average
than Off-GroupCast at the cost of more skips, which further
degrades the QoE according to our formulation.



Fig. 5-(b, g, f) and Fig. 5-(c, h, m) show the CDF of
the skip percentage and the average playback rates of all of
the algorithms over all of the bandwidth traces, respectively.
We clearly see that GroupCast achieves the minimum number
of skips and the highest average playback rate almost in
every single bandwidth trace which reflects the adaptability
of GroupCast to different bandwidth regimes and oscillations.

Fig. 5-(d) plots the distribution of the layer switching
rate (LSR) for the all bandwidth traces. The LSR of a video is
defined as 1

C

∑C
i=2 |X(i)−X(i−1)|·1(Γ(i) �= Γ(i−1)), where

C is the number of chunks and Γ(i) is the highest layer fetched
for the ith chunk. Thus, if two neighboring chunks are fetched
at the same layer, then the layer switching is zero even if the
layers have different sizes. In other words, we only account
for size difference in jumping from one layer to another.
As illustrated by the figure, GroupCast achieves a significantly
lower LSR as compared to BB and PB. We note that the
LSR is lower than 1 Mbps with probability 1 for Group-
Cast and Off-GroupCast. However, GroupCast has higher
LSR than Off-GroupCast because GroupCast has erroneous
bandwidth prediction and only makes local window-based
decision.

Fig. 5-(e) shows the percentage of the content fetched by
each user. According to the settings of preference-aware finite
contribution scenario, users 3 and 4 should only be used to
avoid skips. Off-GroupCast shows that users 3 and 4 are
used to fetch a negligible number of base layers (almost 0).
However, we observe that GroupCast uses users 3 and 4 more
than required. The reason is due to the local window-based
decision and the bandwidth prediction error of GroupCast.
As observed in the figure, GroupCast goes up to fetching
chunks at E3 quality level and, as a result, affects the quality
of subsequent chunks that cannot meet their deadlines by using
only the first two users. Nevertheless, GroupCast uses users
3 and 4 more efficiently than BB and PB to avoid further
skips because that GroupCast incorporates both users 3 and
4 with their imposed constraints in the optimization-based
decision.

Supplementary Material further considers impact of varying
prediction window size (W ), algorithm update frequency (α),
number of collaborating users, and chunk duration. We note
that increasing W improves skips first because of not being too
aggressive, while then hurts performance due to increased pre-
diction errors. Having smaller α gives more frequent updates
and improves the performance. As the number of collaborating
users increase, the number of skips see a significant reduction.
The average playback rate decreases with an increase in chunk
size since the longer chunk size is played at the same quality
level.

In conclusion, GroupCast algorithm is able to distribute
the layers among users efficiently, thus achieving signifi-
cantly higher QoE as compared to the considered baselines.
We observe that incorporating the chunk deadlines into the
optimization problem and favoring the subsequent chunks is
essential for the success of the algorithm. This is a unique
feature in GroupCast that allows to achieve both low skip
duration and high playback quality, while favoring lower layers
over the higher layers.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a preference-aware cooperative
video streaming algorithm for SVC-encoded videos. We con-
sider both skip and no-skip based streaming. Finding the
quality decisions of the video’s chunks and the fetching
policy of the SVC layers subject to the available bandwidth,
chunk deadlines, and cooperation willingness of the different
users was formulated as non-convex optimization problem.
A novel algorithm was developed to solve the proposed
optimization problem. The proposed algorithm has a poly-
nomial run-time complexity. Real implementation on android
devices using SVC-encoded video and bandwidth traces from
a public dataset reveal the robustness and performance of
the proposed algorithm. The results show that the proposed
algorithm improves the number of skips/stalls by at least 57%
as compared to the considered baselines while also improving
the average quality.

The paper considers streaming using multiple clients,
when the video is encoded with a layered code. Extending
the algorithm and implementation over MPEG-DASH with
byte-range requests is an interesting future direction. Further-
more, the effect of the SVC scalability dimensions (SNR,
spatial, temporal) on the performance of the proposed system
requires further studies.
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